HISTORY OF THE WORLD

By Arthur W. Nelson
In the olden times, every body lived on the Black Archipelago. Go in the year 1871 most of Grassington was discovered mostly.
On Big Contamination River and a pond mas discovered in Briar Wood then Granite Hill in Grassington then coast range and then Captain W. and his party discovered Long Mountain. And Captain W. discovered Nelson's River.
AND IN A LITTLE WHILE THE WHOLE WAS DISCOVERED BUT NELSONS DIVISION THE PRETTIEST OF THE LOT IT WAS A DEEP STILL RIVER THE POND OPPON NEXT IT WAS FULL OF
Fish and had three great islands in it then Captain A and Captain E started out on two schooners with their ten they discovered round complete round to the other Captain E discovered winter river
Then they went to Long Continent and discovered moste of that all but up in the Arcit Bay Point.
M. C.
AIO POPOTANUS STICK THEIR HEADS OUT OF THE WATER AFTER AWHILE CAPTAIN E AND HIS PARTY WENT AROUND TO ROUND CONTINENT AND PRETTY SOON A CITY SPRANG UP THEN CAPTAIN W WENT TO BAY POINT AND EVERY SPRANG UP
Work on Granite Hill
Digging and splitting Granite

[Hand-drawn maps and illustrations]
Pretty soon Captain A. came back to Long Continent and a city sprang up there. Then a city sprang up on Big Continent in Zeein Grassing Town and the most worked on the legs of the getting...
ISINGLASS, THE REST WENT TO WORK ON STRUCKING A ROAD. THEN THEY BUILT A RAILROAD. THEN THE FOLKS ON LONG CONTINENT GOT MAD AT THE FOLKS ON BIG CONTINENT.
And they were fighting. The Rebels were long pieces of cannon balls. They tried to fire them at the Rebels after crossing the river. At that moment, the Rebels are not far away.